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Tutorial 3 Subgame perfect equilibrium

and moving successively towards the beginning of the game. 2. Determine every subgame of this game. Definition: A subgame G/ of an extensive form game G ... 
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Microeconomics 5  Game theory



A. Bonein-Turolla



Tutorial 3  Subgame perfect equilibrium Exercise 1  Subgame perfection We consider the following two-player sequential game in which player 1 has to choose between G and D and Player 2 has to choose between A and B.



1. Explain how the subgame perfection proceeds 2. Determine every subgame of this game 3. Determine the subgame perfect equilibrium



correction 1. Explain how the subgame perfection proceeds



• starting from the last subgames of a nite game, • then nding the best response strategy proles or the Nash equilibria in the subgames, • then assigning these strategies proles and the associated payos to be subgames, • and moving successively towards the beginning of the game. 2. Determine every subgame of this game



Denition:



A subgame G0 of an extensive form game G consists of a single node and all its



successors in G, with the property that if x0 ∈ VG0 and x00 ∈ h(x0 ), then x00 ∈ VG0 . In perfect information games, subgames coincide with nodes or stage k histories hk of the game Here, there are 5 subgames 1



3. Determine the subgame perfect equilibrium : (2,0)



Exercise 2 Two rms seek to increase their prots. To this end, they can increase their investment in advertising (P) or they can make a technologic investment (I). The resulting payos are the following: Table 1: Firm 2 P



I



P



16,x



22,10.5



I



18,24



21,2x



Firm 1



We consider a sequentiel moves game in which the rm 1 acts rst. Represent the corresponding extensive form game 1. if x > 12, what is the subgame perfect equilibrium? What is the Nash equilibrium of the strategic form ? What conclusion can you make ? 2. if 11 < x < 12, what is the subgame perfect equilibrium? What is the Nash equilibrium of the strategic form ? What conclusion can you make ? 3. and if x < 10 ?



correction 1. if x > 12, No Nash Equilibrium. SPE II. Subgame perfection allows to nd an equilibrium in this game 2. if 11 < x < 12, SPE and NE are the same : IP 3. and if x < 10 ?SPE PI and 2 NE PI and IP. Subgame perfection allows to eliminate the NE based on non credible threats: IP. In IP or (I;P,P), player 2 plans, before the beginning of the game to play P if he is on the left and on the right of the game tree. But if Player 2 is on the left of the game tree, that is if player 1 plays P, player 2 has no incentive to play according to his strategy because if he plays P he gets < 10 and if he plays I he gets 10.5. So his threat to play P if player 1 plays P is not credible. The nash equilibrium (I; P,P) is eliminated. To see that the nash equilibrium eliminated is (I;P,P) and not (I;I,P), you can solve the strategic form game with the strategies and not the actions for player 2. In this case, you nd that (I; P,P) is a Nash equilibrium
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Table 2: Firm 2 PP



PI



IP



II



P



16,< 10



16, < 10



22,10.5



22,10.5



I



18,24



21,< 20



18,24



21,< 20



Firm 1



Exercise 3. Subgame perfection in a three-player game We consider the following three-player sequential game in which Player 1 has to choose between A and B, Player 2 has to choose between C and D and player 3 has to choose between E and F.



1. Construct the strategic form associated to the extesive form game above 2. Determine the Nash equilibrium in pure strategy and next the subgame perfect equilibrium



Correction 1. Construct the strategic form associated to the extensive form game above
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2. Determine the Nash equilibrium in pure strategy and next the subgame perfect equilibrium ACE and BDF. SPE (ACE)



Exercise 4  Financial asset An asset held by two players fruities over time. At the time j , its value is vj . The players, in turn, have the ability to liquidate their assets, or to leave fruitifying it. They agree on the fact that the one who liquidates the asset is entitled to 2/3 of its value. If the asset has not been sold before the date K, the player must liquidate the asset at this date K. It is assumed that the asset is initially equal to 300 and its value is multiplied by 1.1 at each period. 1. Represent the extensive form of this game with K=4 2. Determine the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium



Correction 1. Represent the extensive form of this game with K=4 with k=1, v=300; k=2, v= 330; k=3, v=363 and k=4, v=399.3



2. Determine the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. Player 1 liquidates at K=1
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Lecture 3 - Dynamic games: Subgame perfect equilibrium 

Lecture 3 - Dynamic games: Subgame perfect .... refinement of the Nash equilibrium for dynamic games: the ... The inverse demand function is P = 130 âˆ’ Q,.










 








Tutorial 3: compactness 

Let K a non empty compact subset of Rn and f : K â†’ Rn a continuous mapping. ... In the following, dK denotes the function from Rn to R defined bu dK(x) = min{x ...










 








Perfect 

Baby, I'm dancing in the dark, with you between my arms. C. G. D. Em. Barefoot on the grass, listening to our favorite song. C. G. When you said you looked a ...










 








the equilibrium 

advance the idea of giving it a scientific, national and universal character. None of these conceptions are ... order to live and to progress. To exist animals must ...










 








ClaxMD Perfect 

Veuillez vous rendre sur Diversey HazMat Library, uniquement disponible via Internet Explorer Ã  l'adresse ... Dilution. 100830261. 1 x seau de 5 gallons/18,9 L.










 








Perfect Place 

1&2 Rock right cross over left, recover on left, step right on right side. 3&4 Rock left cross over right, recover on right, step left on left side. 5&6&7 Cross right over ...










 








ClaxÂ® Perfect 

Rigidifie les tissus synthÃ©tiques. â€¢ Laisse les tissus en coton-polyester fermes mais flexibles. Avantages. â€¢ Donne un fini uniforme et limpide sans reflet ni strie.










 








8.2 equilibrium constants .fr 

Values are from W. L. Marshall and E. U. Franck, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, 10:295 (1981). Temp.,. C. pKw. Temp.,. C. pKw. Temp.,. C. pKw. 0. 14.938. 45. 13.405.










 








equilibrium thermodynamics dbid c6z 












 








PERFECT YOUR ITALIAN PDF 

We have many PDF Ebook and user guide is also associated with perfect your italian PDF Ebook, include : Pervasive Information Systems Vol 10, Petite Somme ...










 








a perfect sphere .fr 

If you are lost, maybe you are the weakest link, and so should leave that tutorial right now. Or copy the following mel script as how to make a perfect sphere using ...










 








A More Perfect Union 

West End Games, WEG, and Torg: Roleplaying the Possibility .... (Refer to the Infiniverse Update IIIfor the most .... their voting records). .... President Nicklaus wants to shine as an example ...... letters with the following list to determine what










 








Le label GoÃ»t et QualitÃ© - Equilibrium - OmÃ©ga-3 

5x plus. 7x plus. 7x plus. 8x plus. Alvenat. Wetterenoise. Jean Gotta. Seagull. Ferme de Frocourt. Luka. Val Dieu. Eau Ã  chaque repas www.menuomega3.eu.










 








tutorial - GreenOrb 

TUTORIAL. A quick guide that shows how to use the main features of the Java Novel Generator. 1. Ready to start. When you start the application, you should find ...










 








UIML Tutorial 

UIML language elements and structure. 2. Separation of ... This tutorial assumes that you are familier with Java AWT component names, attributes and layout. ... We want to put the message and button inside the dialog and arrange them vertically. ....










 








Octopus tutorial 

place several branches close to one another without damaging the mesh. This tutorial shows an example of an adaptive skin mesh made from a ZSphere model ...










 








DB2 Tutorial 

A â€œschemaâ€� in DB2 refers to a qualifying name used to group objects together .... Click on the download for the Company database and save it to your z: drive.










 








Autoconf Tutorial 

This will allow me to create rules for re-configuring automatically when various '.in' files ... /bin/rm -f Makefile config.h config.status config.cache config.log.










 








JADE TUTORIAL 

Jun 30, 2002 - (Works-for (Person :name John) (Company :name TILAB)) ... of the predicates, agent actions and concepts (basically their names and their ...










 








Variogram Tutorial 

Page 1 ... Variogram analysis consists of the experimental variogram calculated from the ..... the standard deviation of the cross validation residuals, and the rank.










 








Tutorial Ophcrack 

s'agit d'un freeware trÃ¨s utile lorsque l'on a perdu le sien. ... comment se servir de l'application sous Windows avant d'apprendre Ã  ... Et cliquez sur l'image Â« Download Ophcrack All platforms Â» pour tÃ©lÃ©charger la version applicative. ... Pa










 








NextShape Tutorial 

Feb 27, 2011 - We will set the label as follow: built in on le left, to be optimised on the middle ... computation time but can led to a dead end or calculation error.










 








Tutorial - Dobing 

One mixes the two colors (blue and yellow) and the result is a green paste ... the cheeks, the eyebrows, the jaw, the eyes and below the nose. I also apply the ...
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